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Another new feature on
our website
Welcome to the June issue of the
Essex Succulent Review. As always
I hope you will find something to
interest you among the articles I
have included.
I have another new feature to tell
you about on the Essex Succulent
Review website.
From time to time I receive articles
with more pictures than there is
room to include in the ESR itself.
So there is now a gallery feature on
the website, where it is possible to
display additional pictures.

I have started this off
with some more
pictures from Kathy
and Keith Flanagan
of the beautiful
plants they grow in
their cold frame
(see the article on
page 37). All the
pictures were
excellent, and it was
difficult (but enjoyable) to choose
the ones for the article.
I am pleased that you now have the opportunity to look at the others, so do
visit the ESR website-gallery to see them.

Thinking about our plants
Mammillaria bocasana
by David Traish
I am just speaking for myself, but I
suspect others are of the same
opinion. This plant is easy to grow,
and not at all rare or interesting in
any exceptional way.
Consequently I would normally
move on to the next plant if I saw it
for sale on a nurseryman’s table.
This is definitely not on the list of
must haves for the majority of
collectors.
Look again however at the photo.
Look how beautiful the flower is.
The body is also one of great
attractiveness because of the
exceptionally handsome radial
spines. It is a case of looking more
closely at your charge for shapes
and colours.
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The curious
case of a
Cardon Grande
by Paul Spracklin

This magnificent cactus is growing outside
in Paul’s exotic garden

I

have been a devotee of ‘exotic’ or
‘subtropical’ style gardening for over 30
years. However, I live in south-east Essex,
one of the driest parts of England, where in
an average year we can expect just 52cm
of rainfall.
So I started seeking out plants that are
suited to my arid growing conditions yet
fulfilled my need to grow dramatic,

architectural plants; and I found cacti and
succulents, which started me off on a path
that has become a major obsession.
In the mid 90s I visited a garden in
Orpington, Kent, which opened my eyes
further to the possibilities of what I could
attempt to grow outside – among the many
interesting plants I saw was a 3ft (1m) high
specimen of the Cardon Grande,

Above: ‘I stuck an old
straw sombrero on to
the crown’
Left: The Cardon
Grande in 2003

The curious case of a Cardon Grande continued
Trichocereus terscheckii. I had no idea
such a plant could withstand our winters
and looked a little further into this apparent
paradox.
It seems Trichocereus terscheckii (syn
Echinopsis terscheckii) is a variable species
found over an enormous range in Argentina
and into Bolivia, growing at medium
altitudes of up to 2000m in semi-arid
forests that receive up to 72cm of rainfall
annually. In fact lack of rainfall at higher
altitudes is one of the limiting factors to its
distribution. It is also recorded to be frost
tolerant to below –10°C.
This research led me to keep an eye out for
a ‘landscape-sized specimen’ so I could
plant one out with confidence.
Around the year 2000, busy with my garden
design and landscape business, I was a
regular visitor to a particular plant

The Cardon Grande in 2018
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wholesaler. On one occasion I saw they
had devoted a glasshouse to houseplants,
a new venture, and towering above the
display were three magnificent specimens
of Trichocereus terscheckii, the largest
being some 2.4m/8ft tall – with an equally
magnificent price tag!
And there they sat for the next two years.
I approached the manager, who I knew
reasonably well at this point, and made him
a desultory offer for all three that would not
even have covered his costs and, to my
surprise, he accepted it. I had a couple of
clients I believed would be tempted to buy
the other plants and so it was, once the
logistics of shifting three giant cacti were
worked out, that I became the proud owner
of a giant Cardon Grande of my own. That
was in the summer of 2003.

Flowering in 2018

The curious case of a Cardon Grande continued

I planted it in a small border right in front of
the south facing wall of my house. The
ground was already stony and freelydraining due to the partial remains of the
foundations of a previous house.
And there it sat. I watched, nervously, as it
swayed in the wind. On the approach of
the first winter I decided to give it some
meagre protection and stuck an old straw
sombrero on to the crown. Of course the
first strong wind blew that away so it
remained open to the elements.
In the ensuing years this free root run has
led to remarkably quick and healthy growth
and it now towers to over 4.5m/15ft high.
In the winter of 2009/10 temperatures in
my garden dropped to –8°C, remaining
below freezing day and night for well over a
week and accompanied by 60cm of wet,
slushy snow that lay on the ground until
April. I lost many of my exotic plants that
winter but the Cardon Grande seemed
completely unfazed.
It also now flowers regularly, producing the
spectacular tea plate sized blooms that
open at night and remain open until late
morning the next day.

Trichocereus terscheckii is a species that
branches from fairly low down on the stem
at a relatively early age and I am awaiting
this development with much excitement!
That border has since been populated by a
number of other large and venerable
specimen cacti so a couple of years ago I
decided to cover it over in winter with a
temporary shelter, a lean-to polytunnel, to
keep out excess rain and snow. With, of
course, a large hole in the top to allow the
Cardon Grande to stick his head way
above the cover.
My garden, it must be said, is filled with
unusual plants many of which you will not
find anywhere else in the UK. But none
have the impact of my giant Cardon
Grande. n
The Cardon Grande became the star of the
show on Gardeners’ World Episode 25
in September 2016
Learn more about Paul’s work as a garden
designer at Oasis Designs
Photos: Paul Spracklin
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An acquaintance with

Adromischus
by John Betteley

An introduction to some of these beautiful and fascinating plants

N

owadays it is possible to gauge the
popularity of a genus of cacti or
succulents, either by looking at the prices
achieved on eBay or by subscribing to a
Facebook group. In the case of succulents,
haworthias, mesembs in general and
Adromischus there are Facebook groups
which currently attract a considerable
international following.

travelled extensively to the habitats of
Adromischus and are always willing to offer
advice on cultivation and identification.

At the time of writing this article the
Adromischus Facebook group has over
1,200 members worldwide with members
posting pictures of plants in cultivation and
habitat. There are members who have

From a literature perspective, the extensive
work by Jacobsen in his ‘Handbook of
Succulent Plants’ (English edition 1960)
was followed by Tolkein’s work on the
Crassulaceae, a rather technical work with

My personal interest goes back some 30
years and I consider that I am still on a
never-ending learning curve about this
fascinating and attractive group of small
growing plants.

Above: A. alstonii
from the Klinghardt
Mountains

An acquaintance with Adromischus continued

only black and white line drawings. Today,
in my opinion, the best book available,
simply called ‘Adromischus’, is the Cactus
File handbook written by John Pilbeam,
Chris Rodgerson and Derek Tribble and
published in 1998. In this book you can
find good pictures and text on all species,
both in habitat and cultivation.
Adromischus are shrublets with spirally
arranged leaves in dense clusters. The
inflorescence is usually spike-like but the
plants are grown for their leaf colour rather
than their flowers. The genus is divided into
five sections and it is the flower structure,
that is used to determine which group a
particular plant belongs to, which often
aids identification.
The genus derives its name from ancient
Greek adros=thick and mischus=flower
stem. The plants are widespread
throughout Southern Africa with a main
concentration of species occurring in
south-western Karoo and Little Karoo,
Eastern Cape province and the
Richtersveld. There are around 28
recognised species plus numerous subspecies and variations.

Cultivation
Here in the UK the main growing period is
spring and late autumn which seems to be
the best time to root down leaves.

Adromischus are not fussy with regard to
compost although the inclusion of 50% grit
is always advisable to prevent compost
stagnation.
Propagation is best done vegetatively by
removing leaves and allowing them to dry
for a week prior to just pushing them into
a sandy mix and periodically spraying.
Some are easy to root, but there are
exceptions which will be mentioned later in
the article. A little bottom heat helps in late
autumn. When rooted the leaves will throw
out one or several smaller leaves from the
base.
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A. trigynus
(clonotype)

Rooting leaves in
sand with an
underlay of coir

An acquaintance with Adromischus continued

Very few growers seem to bother with
pollinating the flowers as two distinct
clones of the same species are required
for a true-to-type plant.
Adromischus seem fairly tolerant about
watering, although water is best withheld in
the depths of winter. Bright light and ample
ventilation are ideal for enhancing the leaf
colour.
A minimum overnight
temperature of +3°C is
recommended for plants dry at
the root. Repotting every couple
of years should be undertaken
and this is best done in spring
when plants start into growth.

Species
A. alstonii is freely available in many forms.
It is one of the more northern species
found in Namaqualand and the
Richtersveld. The leaves are quite large and
variable in markings. The book
‘Adromischus’ (mentioned earlier) suggests
that it is not that quick growing, a comment
which I find strange as, for me, it quickly
forms an attractive clump.
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A. cooperi with the
‘plover egg’ markings

As winter approaches it is vitally important to remove
all inflorescences as they represent a magnet for the
onset of botrytis...

With regard to feeding a regular
quarter strength high potash feed will
prevent too much lush green growth
obtained with a high nitrogen feed.
Adromischus rarely suffer from mealy bug
or red spider mite. The same cannot be
said for disease. As winter approaches it is
vitally important to remove all
inflorescences as they represent a magnet
for the onset of botrytis, where the
powdery mildew will fall on to the leaves
below, causing decay. This can happen
even in the most ventilated environments.

A. bicolor is in the same floral group
(section 1) but is slow and challenging to
grow well. For me it requires ample shade
and comparatively cool conditions. It is
rarely seen in cultivation and is well worth
seeking out if you like a challenge. It has a
limited distribution in habitat on the Eastern
Cape.
A. cooperi is readily available and probably
the most common in cultivation, occurring
in many forms. It is vigorous growing,

An acquaintance with Adromischus continued

presenting few problems in cultivation. The
most attractive form has markings similar
to a plover’s egg on its leaves.
A. filicaulis is also widespread and
extremely variable and is easy to grow and
propagate. The plants need strong light in
order to intensify the red and purple
markings on the leaves which, in many
forms, are long and chunky.
A. hemisphaericus is the species which
grows closest to Cape Town. A number of
years ago it was uncommon in cultivation,
but nowadays different forms have been
collected and distributed to enthusiasts.
Plants have medium to large leaves which
are flat, often with a crazed silvery surface.
Plants are easy to grow in good light.
A. maculatus is popular in cultivation
forming a strong, tall plant with blue-grey
flattish leaves both unspotted and with red
spots, especially on the upper part of the
leaf. It appears to be slow in cultivation
eventually with stems to about 15cm tall.
A. marianiae is probably the gem of the
genus with many attractive leaf patterns
throughout the numerous forms and subspecies. In some examples, even the subspecies are variable in leaf shape and
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pattern.
A. marianiae
(the type) is
desirable,
forming a thick
tuberous root with
a varying
concentration of spots.
The form from Clanwilliam is
always worth seeking out.

Above left:
A. hemisphaeriscus
(collected by Derek Tribble)

The sub-species antidorcatum is an
Inset:
outstanding collector’s plant with long,
A. hemisphaeriscus from
clustering and densely coloured leaves,
Sun Mountain approach
somewhat similar to Asclepiad seed horns.
near Picketberg
The A. marianiae form known as ‘Bryan
Makin’ is also highly desirable but slow in
cultivation. It was brought back to the UK
in 1962 as a gift to Bryan, having been
collected from the southern Richtersveld.
The crowded leaves are short and stocky
with significant red-brown markings.
A. marianiae hallii is noted in the book
‘Adromischus’ as being ‘one of the most

A. marianiae is probably the gem of the
genus with many attractive leaf patterns...

An acquaintance with Adromischus continued
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Right: A. marianiae hallii, a nice form
from Skimmelberg
Inset: A. marianiae
hallii, a plain
leaf form

difficult and slow-growing variations, not
often seen in cultivation’. It has short thick
leaves with a wide variety of markings and
occurs south of the Orange river in Namibia and
in Cape Province. Since the book was published in
1998 variations on this sub-species are increasingly
getting into cultivation.

Below: A. geyeri, a
rare plant from a
restricted-access
diamond mining area
in Namibia

An acquaintance with Adromischus continued

Above: A. marianiae herrei, green form

A. marianiae herrei in its many forms is the
last sub-species in this article although
there are many others. This is a diminutive
plant, often seem with crinkly green or
deep red leaves. It is not difficult to root
down from individual leaves, but it is slow
to form a clump.
A. maximus is the largest species in the
genus with a thick stem to over 30cm in
height and having the largest leaves. It is
not easy to root from individual leaves but
is, no doubt, the most majestic plant of all
the Adromischus.
I have not covered every species or subspecies in this article, and I advise all
readers who wish to grow these plants to
try and obtain a copy of the ‘Adromischus’
book, then perhaps like me, you will
become an obsessive compulsive fan. n
Photos: John Betteley
Right: A. marianiae herrei, the red form from
Kourkammaberg
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An introduction to

Graptopetalum
by Elizabeth Maddock

A look at a sometimes underrated genus
of attractive plants

I

first collected graptopetalums unwittingly when I started
to collect echeverias; my buying then was somewhat
indiscriminate, as I had more enthusiasm than
knowledge. With time I became aware that some, as I
thought echeverias, were graptopetalums and then I
started to recognise their shape, flower form and
colour which are all indicative.
So, I started to look for specific plants of each genus.
I have since collected many graptopetalums and their
hybrids and have learned to appreciate them more as
time goes on.
Above: the flowers of G. macdougallii
Right: G. macdougallii

An introduction to Graptopetalum continued

Graptopetalums are from Mexico and
the southern United States and their
flowers are superficially similar to
sedums, but the plants have large, fleshy
leaves.
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There are many species within the Sedum
genus and Graptopetalum has an uneasy
relationship with it. Graptopetalums are
different, so they remain a small and
unique group of their own.

Above:
G. amethystinum
Below:
G. amethystinum in
flower

An introduction to Graptopetalum continued
The first line of the genus definition gives
us a unique and distinct point for
identification of species within this genus.
It tells us that the stamens curve outward
and downward between the petals shortly
after the flower opens (when the stigmas
become receptive). This is typical of
Graptopetalum behaviour only. The flowers
are Sedum-like but they have twice as
many stamens as petals and have the
outward curve after the flower opens.
The genus name derives from the flowers,
which usually have petals that are long and
fairly thin and usually, but not always, have
red lines or dots over the surface in varying
amounts, ie their petals are engraved with
red colouring. Some are nearly all red and
others have a few red dots, others a few
red lines.
G. pusillum, was designated as being the
‘type species’, as this was the first to be
discovered and named. Unfortunately, this
is a difficult plant to track down, as I
cannot find much information about it and
pictures are rare.
There are about 15 species within the
genus and they mostly have thick, fleshy
leaves and the flowers as previously stated.
They show a similarity to the Mexican
sedums and echeverias and have the
ability to hybridise with them. There are

G. paraguayense subsp. paraguayense
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occasions when they hybridise with
pachyphytums and sometimes with
combinations of Sedum and Echeveria as
well. This has led to an enormous number
of hybrids being created and gives rise to a
certain amount of difficulty when it comes
to identifying them.

The Graptopetalum species are represented by
G. amethystinum,
G. bartramii,
G. filiferum,
G. fruticosum,
G. glassii,
G. grande,
G. macdougallii,
G. marginatum,
G. mendozae,
G. pachyphyllum,
G. paraguayense,
G. pentandrum,
G. pusillum,
G. rusbyi,
G. saxifragoides.
I have not included Graptopetalum bellum, or Tacitus bellus as
it is also known, as it is a questionable member of the
Graptopetalum genus and can be considered a single species
genus

An introduction to Graptopetalum continued
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Graptopetalum
paraguayense subsp
bernalese

Many of the hybrids are distinctive and
well-known.

Graptosedum
Graptosedum ‘Bronze’, parent plants
Graptopetalum paraquayense x Sedum
stahlii(?), has the distinction of being
known by many names, including, ‘Bronze’,
’Vera Higgins’, ‘Alpenglow’, and ‘Bert
Swanwick’ among others.

Graptosedum ‘Ghosty’

I have a couple of these and to me they are
distinctly different but I suspect that they
have been crossed by different clones and
maybe with the pistil/pollen donor different
ways round.
Graptosedum ‘Francesco Baldii’ is another
delightful hybrid of Graptopetalum
paraguayense, (which is a common parent)
and possibly Sedum pachyphyllum.

An introduction to Graptopetalum continued
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Graptoveria
Graptoverias, Graptopetalum x Echeveria,
are even more numerous that
graptosedums. I give some of the more
well-known ones below.
Graptoveria acaulis
(G. paraguayense x E. amoena?)

Graptoveria ‘Iona’
(G. filiferum x E. setosa subsp. setosa?)

Graptoveria bronze
(G. paraguayense x E. stahlii?)

Graptoveria ‘Opalina’
(E. colorata v colorata x G. amethystinum)

Graptoveria ‘Douglas Huth’
(G. paraguayense x E. gigantea?)

Graptoveria ‘Royal Flush’
(G. amethystinum x E. affinis)

Graptoveria amethorum
(E. purpusorum x G. amethystinum)

Graptoveria ‘Silver Star’
(G, filiferum x E. agavoides ‘Multifida’?)

Graptoveria ‘Fred Ives’
(G. paraguayense x E. gibbiflora [hort])

Graptoveria titubans
(G. paraguayense x E. derenbergii).

These are all well worth searching out as
they have interesting parentage. There are
many more, some very rare now and
almost unheard of, or perhaps given new
names.
There are also some very obscure hybrids,
that are difficult or impossible to track

Graptoveria ‘Victor Kane’

down. ‘Alfred Waltemyer’, is a probable
hybrid between Echeveria, Graptopetalum
and Pachyphytum having characteristics of
all three. ‘Terita’ is a hybrid between a
Graptophytum and a hybrid Echeveria and
‘Glow of Peony’ is an interesting yellow
hybrid between a Graptoveria and a
Graptosedum. There are doubtless others,

An introduction to Graptopetalum continued

Above: Graptoveria ‘Douglas Huth’ in summer

Below: Graptoveria ‘Douglas Huth’ in winter
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An introduction to Graptopetalum continued

Graptoveria ‘Fred Ives’ in flower

as new hybrids are being produced all
the time. I would expect some to look
almost identical to others, as creating a
genuine hybrid gets more difficult as time
moves on.
Many graptopetalums grow on cliff edges
and mountainsides, so to cultivate they are
remarkably hardy, if not fully hardy. This is
a valuable clue to what their growing
requirements are.
They need very good drainage and some
shade, so I grow them in a very gritty mix
and give them plenty of water in summer
but none in winter, as they stay dry in the
greenhouse, which is kept cool. It’s worth
testing some spares outside in winter in the
interest of science and knowledge.
In spring most of them are grown outside
as they are robust plants and benefit
hugely from the wind, rain and sun, even in
the north-west UK. I do not keep them
outside in winter but they should survive
well, providing they are kept dry.
Their colours develop and change
considerably from their winter condition
and they flower well. I have graptoverias
‘Fred Ives’ and ‘Douglass Huth’ and they
seem to have flowers on most of the year,
certainly ‘Douglas Huth’ is flowering in
winter and has been throwing up new
flowering stems since summer, with no
signs of stopping.
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Graptoveria ‘Acaulis’

Given the number of species you would not
expect there to be so many hybrids to
choose from and explore. The ability to
hybridise with echeverias, sedums and
pachyphytums, throws this theory out the
window. There are hundreds of hybrids and

Graptopetalums are under-rated plants, that
are worthy of another look...
many shapes and sizes and colours; to
own them all would be near impossible. It
is an interesting exercise to try to identify
the parents from just looking at them; you
may surprise yourself how much you learn
by doing this, even if you are not so
successful.
Graptopetalums are under-rated plants,
that are worthy of another look, just like
sedums. They are varied, hybridise very
well, are nearly fully hardy and well worth
growing if you like the Crassulaceae
succulents and want to study the variation
within the species and parentage of the
hybrids. Many people grow echeverias,
justifiably, for the variety and interest of
their form and the long-lasting beauty
of their flowers. Graptopetalums have
the same qualities but with far fewer
species. n
Photos: Elizabeth Maddock
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Introducing
epiphytic
cacti

Part 1

by Alan Tuppen

E

piphytic cacti share the same sorts of
habitats as orchids, ferns and
bromeliads, taking their sustenance not
from the trees they grow on but from
pockets of collected plant debris on
branches and trunks, which is wetted by
frequent rains and mists but which dries
out quickly. Their fibrous roots spread out
and form mats, which hold moisture and
collect more debris. They will also grow on
cliffs and rocky outcrops.
Many species can grow very large, which is
the first problem when building a
collection; some of the species Epiphyllum
grow stems well over six feet (approx 2m)
long, and lots of them.

Disocactus phyllanthoides showing how large
some epiphytes can grow

Introducing epiphytic cacti – continued
The second problem is temperature, as
most species come from the tropics of
Central and South America, so cannot
tolerate low temperatures unless they come
from high elevations, such as cloud forests,
where they may have to endure brief frosts.
In these tropical areas the plants have a
year round supply of moisture, so their
cultivation is different to that of terrestrial
cacti, but they are in fact very forgiving.
They tolerate a wide range of composts, as
long as they are on the acid side of neutral
and are given soft water. An ideal compost
can be equal parts peat, loam or John
Innes ericaceous compost and sharp sand
or perlite. They can also go for quite long
periods in the same compost.
However, I have successfully grown
epiphytes in multi-purpose compost
straight from the bag, the disadvantages of
this being its light weight when dry and its
attraction for sciarid flies. The light weight
is a problem with top-heavy or lopsided
plants, so I often put heavy stones on one
side of the pot to counterbalance it. But
the same light weight can be an advantage
when lifting a large pot into its summer
growing position hanging from a tree.
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This is something I am increasingly trying
to do. Once the risk of frost has passed,
most epiphytes benefit from being in the
open air – they flower well, enjoy the
natural rainfall, and the more moderate
temperatures toughen them up for the
winter. You inevitably have lots of spare
plants, so it is easy to experiment with

In these tropical areas the plants have a year
round supply of moisture, so their cultivation
is different to that of terrestrial cacti...
different positions to see what conditions
they like, or what they merely tolerate. I
have found that, as long as they spend the
hottest part of the day in the shade, at
least dappled shade, they are happy to
take morning or afternoon sun.
Before hanging any plants out, make sure
they are well-established, as squirrels will
dig in the pots or baskets and turf the
plants out, or at least bite bits of stem off,
so if you are hoping to grow to show the
plants, better put them somewhere you can
keep an eye on them. I finally stopped the

A red Epicactus
hybrid outside for the
summer

Introducing epiphytic cacti – continued
squirrels savaging one of my hanging pots
by repeatedly watering it with urine! Slugs
and snails can also be a threat if hanging
the plants on a wall.
If you are not able to hang plants outside, a
north-facing window or conservatory is
perfect. This low light requirement is the
third problem, as it is difficult to combine
the growing of epiphytic and terrestrial
cacti in the same greenhouse, which is why
so many people keep the plants under the
staging, which is only suitable for smallgrowing plants.
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The genus of epiphytes everyone will know
is Schlumbergera, the Christmas Cactus,
S. x buckleyi, or more commonly
today one of the cultivars of
S. truncata, the Crab
Cactus, and the Easter
Cactus, S. gaertneri.
S. x buckleyi is a
cross between
S. russelliana and
S. truncata, and

In winter watering should be
reduced, keeping the soil barely
damp if the plants are kept
cool. Indoors a little more
water can be given but
avoid having them stand in
water. It will do no harm to
let those plants that can
take low temperatures dry
out and soften a little in
the coldest weather but
most will prefer not to go
below 8° or 9°C,
preferably 10°C. Plants
like Hylocereus and
Cryptocereus will suffer
from brown pitting and
serious marking below 8°C.
This can be easily
overlooked as Hylocereus is
used as grafting stock.
Propagation of plants is generally
easy. Schlumbergera species
readily drop segments, which root
easily, and may even have rooted before
they fall off. Cuttings from trailing stemmed
plants may root from the growing tip more
easily than from the cut end, and you may
find that, if you are growing plants close
together, one may root itself into the pot of
one of its neighbours.
Do remember that, as with other cacti, you
must allow all cut surfaces to callus over
for a few days before putting them into a
rooting medium. You can have a pot of
damp compost and stick callused cuttings
into it, or just a plastic bag with a bit of
damp compost. Plants need to be pruned,
and you will soon find you have more
plants than you know what to do with. If
you acquire a cutting in late autumn, try to
root it indoors in a warmer temperature, as
lots of epiphyte cuttings can dry out too
much over winter in the greenhouse if not
yet rooted.

Left:
Schlumbergera
gaertneri

cultivars show varying
degrees of zygomorphism in their
flowers, inherited from S. truncata, and
usually only vestiges of teeth on the stem
segments so characteristic of S. truncata.
The magenta, tiered pendant flowers are
freely produced in winter, earlier if kept
warm, as late as March if kept cold. It is a
very tolerant plant, and can take
temperatures almost down to freezing.
Schlumbergeras come from the mountains
of south-east Brazil, and this cold tolerance
comes from the S. russelliana parent that
grows at higher altitudes than the
S. truncata parent. The scarlet flowers of
the Easter Cactus, S. gaertneri, are
produced, as the name suggests, around
Easter time, and are simple and open wide,
not pendant. The stem segments are larger,
darker green and fast growing. Another
Schlumbergera, S. rosea has narrower stem

Right:
Schlumbergera x
buckleyi
Photos released to
the public domain

Introducing epiphytic cacti – continued
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Schlumbergera x graesseri

segments that colour nicely in good light,
and smaller rose pink flowers with a darker
centre. A cross between this and
S. gaertneri is S. x graesseri, which has
intermediate size flowers with a violet tinge
that is difficult to reproduce in photos.
S. opuntioides looks like a miniature,
pendant Opuntia, with zygomorphic flowers
like S. truncata, but loses its roots easily
and is not easy to flower. S. orssichiana
has strongly toothed stem segments like
S. truncata and a flower that is pink and
white and less zygomorphic than that of
S. truncata, rather drooping. It is a
relatively recent discovery and has been
extensively used in hybridization.
S. kautskyi, S. microsphaerica and
S. epiphylloides are more difficult and
harder to find.
S. gaertneri, S. rosea and S. epiphylloides
used to be in Hatiora and, before that,
Rhipsalidopsis. Hatiora still contains
H. salicornioides, the most commonly
found species, an upright to drooping
shrubby plant, with small, bottle-shaped
stem segments, often called Drunkard’s
Dream, with many, small yellow flowers in
spring. If kept too dry over winter it will
drop a lot of segments, but soon regrow
them when watering restarts. H. cylindrica

is similar,
considered to be a
variety of
H. salicornioides.
H. herminae is
smaller-growing,
with smaller, hairy
segments, with
rose pink flowers,
and is quite cold
tolerant.
Both Hatiora and
Schlumbergera are
in the Rhipsalidae,
and Rhipsalis itself,
with 40 species, is the
only cactus genus to have
escaped the Americas
naturally, being found in East
Africa, Madagascar and Sri Lanka,
possibly carried on the legs of migratory
birds as seeds. The fruits are small berries
with a sticky pulp and many small seeds,
and one species is known as Mistletoe
Cactus.
Rhipsalis are easy to grow, again in a
shady position, and are ideally suited to
basket cultivation. They mostly have
branching cylindrical stems, though some

Schlumbergera
opuntioides

Introducing epiphytic cacti – continued

are flat or angled, and predominantly small
white flowers that make up for their small
size with their large numbers. Worth
growing are R. paradoxa and R. elliptica,
both of which grow quite large while
R. mesembrianthemoides and R. teres are
smaller growing. Some species can be
found in garden centres as hanging plants.

Lepismium houlletianum (Photo: Frank Vincentz)
Creative Commons Licence (CC BY-SA 3.0)
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Also in the Rhipsalidae is
Lepismium with 15 species,
of which the most
commonly grown are
L. houlletiana with small
cream flowers and long, flat,
toothed stems,
L. cruciforme with pinkish
flowers and three angled,
hairy stems, and
L. miyagawae with spiny,
three angled stems and
larger orange flowers. L. houlletiana
especially is quite tough, and loves to live
outside as soon as the weather is warm
enough. n
To be continued.
Photos: Alan Tuppen unless shown otherwise

Left: Hatoria
salicornioides
Photo: Frank
Vincentz
Creative Commons
Licence (CC BY-SA
3.0)
Inset right: Hatoria
salicornioides flower
Photo: Antonio
Correa
Creative Commons
Attribution 2.0
Generic Licence
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A return to

Asclepiads
by Peter Cupial-Jones

The on-going attraction of these fascinating plants

A

bout 5 or 6 years ago I finally ‘gave up’
on growing Ascleps in the face of a
‘Red Army’ style onslaught by the local
mealy bug population, hotly followed by a
mass outbreak of the dreaded ‘black rot’. I
vowed ‘that was it’ and I would stick to
more amenable plant groups in the future.
Last year I purchased a Huernia and an
Orbea and know now that I am back on the
slippery slope of Asclepiad cultivation once
more. So it goes. I have been around this
circle several times in the last few years; so
what is the fascination that keeps drawing
me back in time after time? As a confirmed
cactophile I do not usually bother much
with the other succulents, with the
honourable exception of, that most cactus-

like genus, Agave. However the huge
variety of form in the Asclep world, coupled
in many cases with the truly exotic flowers,
are what do it I guess.
These tender southern African plants are
more demanding than your average cactus
and much more prone to punish cultivation
errors by turning to mush. They have a
magnetic attraction to the relentless mealy
bug hordes and the depredations from
those attacks then let in all manner of
fungal nastiness, leading rapidly to the
aforesaid mush. However I think it is that
extra degree of challenge in keeping them
going that lures you back to trying again
and again in the hope of producing the
beautiful, intricate flowers.

Fig. 1 Huernia thudichumii
This is the one that has got
me looking at these plants
again this time. Bruyns
lumps this under H. humilis
but a lot of people, both
growers and botanists, still
consider it distinct. It comes
from the area around
Klaarstroom in South Africa

A return to Asclepiads continued
I have not yet decided how my cultivation
Orbea and Caralluma genera for example
of these plants may be modified from the
will have two if not three names associated
last attempt so will not try to provide
with them. Pilbeam handily crossexplicit cultivation advice – you will have
references these in both of his books.
gathered from the
preceding text that I
am no expert! Instead
...I think it is that extra degree of challenge in keeping them
I will refer you to the
going that lures you back to trying again and again in the hope
excellent recent
of producing the beautiful, intricate flowers.
publications by John
Pilbeam (Refs 1
and 2) and his equally
insightful articles in the late, and much
To close out this very short piece I will
lamented, ‘Cactus File’ journal series. I will
provide a few pictures of Ascleps I have
say that they do need a little bit of extra
loved and lost to hopefully tempt you into
warmth in the winter and they do not start
the ‘dark side’ as well.
in to growth well in spring if kept, as you
would your average cactus, completely dry
References :
during this period.
1. Pilbeam, J ‘Stapeliads’ (2010)
One note of caution, if you are thinking of
British Cactus & Succulent Society
getting involved with these plants, is the
2. Pilbeam, J. ‘Stapeliads (Refreshed)’
seemingly interminable taxonomic changes
(2014)
that plague this family of plants. A lot
British Cactus & Succulent Society
worse than for the Cactaceae. Plants in the

Huernia
Huernia is one of the less tricky (ie takes longer to turn to mush)
genera in the Asclepiadaceae and the following four provide further
evidence of the floral delights that await the intrepid horticulturalist.

Fig. 2 Huernia boleana
I managed to keep this for
several years in the early
2000s before its
(inevitable) demise. The
flowers are quite pretty
when they are backlit by
the sun.
The photo also shows one
of the interesting features
of many Huernia flowers,
namely the rows of more
or less distinct papillae
(teeth, bumps, points) that
adorn the tube of the
flower. A typical Huernia
flower bud is also shown.
This species comes from
Ethiopia.
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A return to Asclepiads continued

Fig. 3 Huernia blyderiverensis I managed to grow this to a sizeable clump in a 4 inch pan, which
produced a shower of glowing white flowers every year. Some authorities reduce this to a form of
H. quinta. It comes from the Transvaal in South Africa

Fig.4 Huernia hystrix subsp. parvula This comes from a rather more restricted location in Natal, South
Africa than does the subsp. hystrix. I grew it as a hanging plant where the grey stem joints daisychained down the side of the pot producing trusses of these fascinating brown and yellow papillate
flowers at intervals. It was fascinating to see the way the flowers reflexed their petals, after a day or two,
into the spiky ‘buttons’ shown in the picture.
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A return to Asclepiads continued
Moving on...Stapelia is, I guess, the
signature genus of the Asclepiadaceae.
Unfortunately they come with a reputation
for dreadfully smelly flowers consistent with
their ‘rotting meat’ mimicry strategy to
attract pollinators. It has to be said that
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there are quite a few that will not make
your eyes water unless you get close up.
Similar to Huernia, they contain many
species that are a bit less tricky than many
Ascleps to grow and they reward with their
exotic flowers fairly freely.

Fig. 5 Stapelia gettliffei A typical large, hairy, stripy, smelly stapelia flower but nothing if not exotic!
It is found across a wide area of the Transvaal in South Africa.

Fig. 6 Stapelia erectiflora
This is a complete change from the
previous Stapelia and is characterised
by small flowers on long, long
pedicels. Up close the hairy flowers
are truly natural works of art!
The plant originates from the
Clanwilliam area of the Karoo in
South Africa.

A return to Asclepiads continued
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Fig. 7 Stapelia schinzii
(hybrid)
This plant is a hybrid
probably involving the
species S. schinzii and
S. flavopurpurea but it does
owe a lot to the former
parent.
Unfortunately there are
quite a few hybrids in the
Asclep world masquerading
as the real thing. The ‘real’
S. schinzii comes from
Namibia.

Fig. 8 Stapelia paniculata subsp. scitula This produces a clump of short, thin velvety stems from
which sprout a number of the smaller, hairy, fairly odour-less flowers. The patterns made by the ridges
and hairs on the petals introduce quite a degree of variation from plant to plant. This plant comes from
the Worcester-Robertson Karoo in South Africa.

A return to Asclepiads continued
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Fig.9 Stapelia hirsuta
var. baylissii
The normal S. hirsuta is
a big, evil-smelling hairy
flowered plant quite
similar to S. gettliffei
(see page 28). This
variant is still as evilsmelling but is unusual
for its almost black
colouration, lack of hair
on the petals and the
club shaped hairs on
the petal margins that
move unceasingly with
the air currents. This
plant originates from
the Suurberg area of
South Africa.

Photos: Peter
Cupial-Jones

Fig. 10 Orbea ciliata Finally to close out this piece I give you a beautiful plant from
the genus Orbea, at least at the moment. Orbea ciliata – commonly known as the
Moon Flower. In days gone by it was placed in the, now defunct, genus Diplocyatha.
This species is particularly well endowed with white, vibratile hairs along the petal
margins which move continuously in the air currents. The plant originates from a
limited area in the south-western part of South Africa.
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Who knew Conophytums
grow on walls?
by Chris Rodgerson

Part 2 of Chris Rodgerson’s series on looking for and
photographing plants in South Africa

Both Andy Young and I very much enjoy
exploring Bushmanland inselbergs, the
numerous hills and mountains which rise up
from the semi-desert floor and often hold a
wide selection of different succulents.
Not all of them
are made
equal though,
and
subsequently are
not all so rich, as
they can have
slightly different
geology. The best ones
are composed mainly of
shiny, white and/or pink quartz.
Others, which often look from a distance like
the ‘good’ quartz are actually a dull, greyish
type that is invariably devoid of succulents,
with the exception of Conophytum lydiae which
does not seem to be so fussy.
Over previous trips we had climbed many of
these hills in western and central Bushmanland
and found Conophytum marginatum subsp.
karamoepense growing in vertical fissures on
quartz walls (Fig.1).
Later when expanding our search further east,
we started to find the lobes of these conos
getting larger, wider and thinner, so changing
to a different taxon, Conophytum marginatum
subsp littlewoodii, which also favours
precipitous rock fissures (Fig. 2).

Top: Fig.1 Conophytum marginatum subsp. karamoepense in a quartz
fissure on Gamsberg
Left: Fig.2 Conophytum marginatum subsp. littlewoodii on Abbasasberg

Who knew conophytums grow on walls continued
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Fig. 3 One of the Dabenorisberg peaks, with Andy Young (circled) for scale

We had heard that, on one of his searches
for cliff-dwelling succulents, Ernst van
Jaarsveld had visited Dabenorisberg, out in
north-eastern Bushmanland, to see the rare
and endemic Aloe dabenorisana. He
subsequently sent some photos of a
Conophytum that were quite astonishing at
the time; a seemingly huge form of
Conophytum marginatum subsp.
littlewoodii. Andy and I immediately added
it to our ‘must do’ list for a future trip.
In a previous edition of the Essex
Succulent Review (Issue 12, March 2017)
I wrote about conophytums that were
possible to see on a day trip out of
Springbok. We decided that, due to the
distance, a trip to Dabenorisberg would
test that to the limit, but if we were lucky
and found the plants quickly then it should
be do-able. So one morning during an
October trip a few years ago, we left about
8.00am, immediately after an early
breakfast, knowing that we had a long
drive ahead of us, but that it was all tarmac
and the roads usually carry very little traffic.
A couple of easy driving hours later we left
the tarmac road and turned north on to
gravel for the track to the mountain. As we
always try to do, we took our Toyota Hilux
4x4 as close as we could to cut down on
walking time, but we were still a fair

distance from where we had to start the
climb.
And where to head for? We had no GPS
info as we sometimes do, so only had our
experience to guide us. Where exactly are
these plants on such a large lump of rock?!
Dabenorisberg is really an isolated series of
peaks which are situated just a few
kilometres south of the Orange River. The
image only shows one of ten or so that
make up the whole mountain. For some
idea of scale, Andy Young is circled (Fig. 3).
Considering our time limits and 30°C heat,
to optimise our chances of
finding our target we
decided to split up and
keep in touch by
radio as we often
do. I took what
looked like the
less steeplooking west
side slope to
reach the top.
Andy chose a
different route
to the east side.
We would meet on
top if we had not
found anything before
then.

Fig.4 Conophytum
lydiae

Who knew conophytums grow on walls continued
It was not easy...lots of loose rocks and
smaller stones underfoot on the lower and
middle sections made for a slow and
precarious hike. Then the top third was
made up of larger boulders which were
difficult to climb over or around and very
time consuming. What from the bottom
looked like a reasonably sized hill was
actually not at all once we got up there.
The hike was about 1km and it took well
over an hour to reach the top. Which, after
a half hour looking around, was
disappointingly rubbish! The quartz was the
dull, grey type so the only small succulent
was the aforementioned Conophytum
lydiae (Fig. 4) with larger plants of Aloe
gariepensis, Euphorbia virosa and
Pachypodium namaquanum (Figs. 5 and 6).
We knew we had to get to the cliffs to find
what we sought and previous similar sites
we had visited were invariably south-west
facing. So, after a walk along the top and

Fig.5 Aloe gariepensis with Euphorbia virosa
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the symbolic touching of the trig marker as
we like to do (Fig. 6), we got to the edge
looking back to our vehicle (Fig.7) in the
hope of finding an easier route back down,
via a more suitable habitat for these plants.
So we tried and we did. Taking it very
carefully, we managed to climb down to the
foot of the cliffs – where I refer you back to
the photo in Fig.3. It's hard to imagine from
this distance that the centre of the ridge at
the top of the peak has cliffs in the region
of 30 metres high. By then it was midafternoon.
We saw nothing at first, or very little, until
we got past a protruding section to find a
more shady aspect behind. There, high up,
was Aloe dabenorisana (Figs. 8 and 9).
Huge plants maybe a metre across, in
clusters of rosettes. These were truly
impressive, growing on vertical cliffs and
south-west facing as we had forecast.

Fig.6 The trig point with Aloe gariepensis and
Pachypodium namaquanum

Who knew conophytums grow on walls continued

We looked harder, scanning the cliffs.
Eventually we saw what could be
Conophytum clusters. But they were so
high up – maybe 20 metres – that we could
not be sure without using the camera zoom

lens to see them! (Fig.10). They were quite
numerous but we could not find a single
cluster low enough to get a decent close
image and we did not want to risk life and
limb by trying to climb up there.

Figs. 8 and 9 Huge clumps of Aloe dabenorisana growing on south-west facing cliffs
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Fig.7 At the top
looking back
towards the car
(circled)

Who knew conophytums grow on walls continued

A little way along the cliff we did see a few
more (Figs.11 and 12) but even these
images were taken with a zoom lens. We
had to console ourselves that at least we
had seen them, if only from a distance.

Andy realised that if he had gone another
few hundred metres along before climbing
to the top he would have found the plants
much sooner. We ultimately completely
circumnavigated the hill, walking just below

Figs. 11 and 12 Even these images were taken with a zoom lens
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Fig. 10 The plants
were high-up –
maybe 20 metres

Who knew conophytums grow on walls continued
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the cliffs, (either before or after exploring
the top) only to find essentially bare cliff for
all but a relatively small section which was
‘a veritable oasis’.
We were also informed that Ernst had
invited a friend along to join his group.
Tanya Mulholland was a magazine editor
and free-climbing mountaineer who was
obviously more agile and skilled at this sort
of thing that we were! (Fig.13) But we were
amazed to hear that Ernst himself also
managed to get up there to collect samples
and also took some better photos than
we could.
We left after an hour or so of taking photos
and walking further along the cliffs, but that
small part was the only shady, south-west
facing section and no other aspect held
any plants. With time getting away from us
we decided to take the most direct route
back to the car, which was straight down
the steep and slip-sliding slope. On some
of it we even managed to stay upright! We
got back to the Toyota about 5.30pm as
the light was fading and got back to
Springbok in time for an 8.00pm dinner. A
long, hard day, but mission accomplished.

about it is big, the bodies, the flowers, the
capsules and its seeds, so this name suits
it rather well. Look out for a future
description. n

This Conophytum (Fig.14) is in cultivation
due to Ernst sharing seeds produced from
Photos: Chris Rodgerson unless indicated
the material he collected for the Bolus
otherwise
Herbarium and Kirstenbosch collection.
Hopefully within a
few years it will be
available to
collectors. It seems
to have some affinity
with with
Conophytum
marginatum subsp.
littlewoodii, but also
possibly with
Conophytum
blandum in its flower
structure, and
maybe with another
odd-looking cono
from the nearby
Pellaberg. We later
discovered that
Anthony Mitchell had
been the first to
discover it but kept
it quiet, as he
preferred to do, and
had also suggested
a provisional name
for it – Conophytum
Fig. 14 The new Conophytum (Photo: Ernst van Jaarsveld)
enorme. Everything

Fig. 13 Tanya
Mulholland
(Photo: Ernst van
Jaarsveld)
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Cold frames are good
for cacti
by Kathy and Keith Flanagan

Kathy and Keith talk about their experience of growing hardy cacti outside in cold
frames and polytunnels. The picture above was taken on 1 February 2019.

I

t was still snowing and cold; with temperatures between 0°C and
1°C, but all our Rebutia, a few Sulcorebutia, Echinocereus and a
few members of the Echinopsis family are quite safe and snug in
their cold frames. They have no heating, just bubble polythene
draped above them to stop the condensation dripping down on
the pots.
In the bottom of this cold frame we have upturned seed trays with
left over tiles laid on top to make a flat level surface and to keep
the plants off the possibly cold damp wood that is the top of the
staging.

Cold frames are good for cacti continued

Some years ago, when the greenhouse was
getting quite full, Keith was toying with the
idea of getting a cold frame. So we bought
an Access cold frame 6ft 5ins long (2m
approx) and 2ft deep (0.6m). The back is
about 2ft 6ins high (0.7m) and the front
about 2ft high. I was already experiencing
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problems bending down to the ground,
with arthritis in both my spine, knees and
ankles, so Keith decided he would make
staging for the frame, so that the plants
would be at shoulder height. We could view
them easily without the need to bend, for
which I thank him.

The cold frame when
it was first built
(above)
Filled with
established plants
(below)

Cold frames are good for cacti continued
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Left and Inset:
Rebutia (Aylostera)
heliosa v cajasensis

Below: A magnificent
display of flowers

We originally had just one frame, to find out if
everything we had been told about the above
species not needing heat in the winter was
correct. Keith sought the help of a good friend
to build the staging, he knew what he wanted
but was just not 100% confident that his plan
would work. Together they built the first piece
of staging to fit on the end of the patio in front
of the greenhouse and against the fence. When
in situ it was weather coated twice, then the cold
frame was assembled according to the instructions
and it fit perfectly on the staging.

Cold frames are good for cacti continued
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We then began to transfer the
rebutias, mostly mine at this
stage, into the cold frame. All
the pots were placed in
saucers so they could be
individually watered and
suddenly, overnight, they
became Keith’s.
On the shelf we had seed
trays which were also filled
with plants which in this first
year were all rebutias. The
plants thrived through the
summer and most of the
winter.
At this point in time the
garden still had some of the
original old natural hedgerow,
big old oak trees, field
maples, hazel, hawthorn and
there was quite possibly
some of the elder still
present. Over the last 24
years nearly all of the trees have gone;
either brought down by storms or killed off
by honey fungus. The cold frame in
particular was protected from scorch by a

Rebutia (Aylostera) heliosa x Dusky Maiden

big old oak tree which we finally lost about
two years ago to honey fungus. But luckily
we still have the fantastic bird life in the
garden which was one of the reasons why
this was where we wanted to live.

An attractive hybrid
from Southfields

Cold frames are good for cacti continued
We take the panes of glass out once the
threat of frosts have gone by middle of
May. Before then the frames can be vented
on nice days just by sliding the panels
along and closing them at night. The
panels are put back sometime in
September, by which time we make sure
the plants are bone dry. When the nights
are beginning to get cold again, we know
they are dry; they can take the cold but not
the wet.
We water our plants from late March if the
weather is nice through to the middle of
September. What we did not allow for in
the first year was the damp, actually the
condensation. With
the changes
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in temperature and humidity the
condensation forms on the glass and runs
down, inevitably this will drip on to some
plants/pots etc. We had not taken that into
consideration so lost quite a few plants
that first year, mainly to botrytis.
The following year we decided to use
bubble polythene which we fitted to the
back of the cold frame at the top, then
brought it across the top
of the cold frame
attaching it

Inset left: Rebutia
(Mediolobivia)
pygmaea
friedrichiana
Inset right: Rebutia
(Mediolobivia)
torquata

Rebutia (Mediolobivia) einsteinii var. gonjianii

Cold frames are good for cacti continued

Rebutia (Mediolobivia) pygmaea minor

again at the front and letting it drop down
the front of the glass so that any water ran
off into the bottom of the frame under the
tiles and trays, thus keeping the pots dry. It
worked, we did not lose many plants at all.
Plants that were lost had either been put
away still damp or had other problems that
caused their death.
Since the second year was a success Keith
decided he would like another cold frame.
We had an area between our 40ft (12m)
greenhouse and the fence where we had
put a shelf originally where we kept
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Rebutia (Mediolobivia) pygmaea pallida

overflow plants that we did not have room
for in the greenhouse on the staging. In the
summer these plants moved outside on to
the shelf (later to become the
fence bench). We had
put up a 6ft high
fence as our
neighbours had a
Leylandii hedge
and we had
small dogs so
it did not
work for us.

Left: Rebutia (Mediolobivia)
leucanthema
Above: Rebutia (Mediolobivia)
pygmaea eos

Cold frames are good for cacti continued
Keith decided he could reduce the length
of his shelf to fit in another cold frame so
we ordered another one and he made the
same staging, by himself this time, but
slightly taller so it lined up with the first one
and the second cold frame was born. A lot
of rebutias needed repotting and It also
became home to a couple of Echinocereus
that were quickly outgrowing their pots and
their allocated space in the greenhouse.
We had heard that most Echinocereus
could survive in an unheated greenhouse
so we decided to give it a bash.
Along the way Keith had started to take an
interest in some of my bicoloured
sulcorebutias and started asking for pieces,
which he duly potted up and put in the
cold frames, where they also thrived very
well. There are a few sulcos I would not
give him, as I have found they mark up in
our greenhouse, which we keep just above
freezing. These are S. pulchra HS78 and
HS78a but, as they are mostly pink shades,
he was not particularly bothered. They get
brown marks on them, as do S. frankiana
and a few others but most are quite happy.
So, after the third year, he needed another
cold frame as everything had done so well.
So he repeated the process and the shelf
got smaller. The fence bench is a story for
another day.
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The third frame continued to house the
aforementioned plants which were quickly

being joined by the odd Lobivia,
Chaemeolobivia or Echinopsis but not all of
these plants are happy in a cold frame; it
was a case of trial and error. So it might be
best to take an offset, root it down and see
if it survives in the cold frame or, if it’s the
room you are after, put the parent in the
cold frame but keep the offset in your
greenhouse so you still have the stock.

Lobvia species

Echinocereus species

Cold frames are good for cacti continued
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When Keith next wanted more room for
Lobivia/Echinopsis he just bought a
Gardman polythene greenhouse as it was
early spring. These come in different sizes
every year, so make sure you buy a couple
of spare covers as the zips do break. But
these work out much cheaper than the
Access cold frames we bought, and are
much easier to move around the garden if
necessary. These too were amazingly
successful and we now have two or maybe
three? Cold frames can often be bought
second hand locally or on line and give you
the opportunity to increase your collection
if your partner is willing.
One of our other habits is to sprinkle any
seed we want to keep around the base of
the plant it came from and we have a far
better success rate than we ever get these
days planting the seed in individual pots.
Certainly rebutias
and sulcos

come up with some wonderful flower
colours this way. We do not normally sell
plants they are just for our own pleasure,
so I apologise to those of you who
disapprove.

Rebutia
(Mediolobivia)
aureiflora nidulans

Enjoy your plants whatever way
you can. n
Photos: Kathy and Keith
Flanagan
See more photos on the
ESR website gallery

Inset: Sulcorebutia
JPS852
Below: Sulcorebutia
losenickyana
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BCSS Zone 14 presents

Saturday 13 & Sunday 14 July
10.00am - 6.00pm
Extensive plant sales from
• Plantlife (Stuart and Jane Riley)
• David Neville • Zone 15 members

Mid-summer
Cactus Mart
Sunday 7 July 10.00am - 3.00pm
A members’ day and mart with
25 sellers, leading nurseries
and individual growers.

•A huge variety of plants on offer
•Refreshments available all day
•Free parking
For more information
email Dave Appleton
or see BCSS events

Admission
£2 adults children free
Pachyphytum brevicaule exhibited at a previous Zone
15 show by Bob Wilson

RHS Hyde Hall, Creephedge Lane Rettenden,
Chelmsford CM3 8ET
For details of how to reach the venue see
RHS Hyde Hall

Crockham Hill Village Hall
Church Lane
Crockham Hill
Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6RP

June–August 2019
Sat 15 June
12noon–4.00pm

Southend-on-Sea Branch Show
St George’s United Reformed Church Hall
91 Crowstone Road, Westcliff- on-Sea SSO 8LH

Sat–Sun 13–14 July
10.00am–6.00pm

Zone 15 Annual Show
RHS Hyde Hall, Creephedge Lane, Chelmsford, CM3 8ET

Thurs–Sun 1–4 August
10.00am–6.00pm

BCSS Zone 15 sale and display
The large marquee at the RHS Hyde Hall Annual Flower Show
Creephedge Lane, Chelmsford, CM3 8ET

Sun–Mon 25–26 August
11.00am–7.00pm

Havering Branch Sales
Havering Show, Harrow Lodge Park, Hornchurch

The British Cactus and Succulent Society (BCSS) is the UK’s National Society for growers of cacti and
succulents. Zone 15 covers Essex and north-east London.
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Woodside Cacti

The Friends of Cressing Temple Gardens
presents a talk by

Tom Hart Dyke

Holbeach Drove, Lincs, PE12 0PT

Cacti and succulents for the beginner and collector

‘The Plant Nut’
Growing up at
Lullingstone Castle
Kidnap in the
Colombian jungle

“Quality plants
at affordable
prices”
All plants grown by us
in our nursery
Visitors are welcome by
appointment, weekends
only

The making of a
‘world garden’
A plant hunter and passionate gardener,
Tom Hart Dyke is a well-known horticulturist
and patron of the British Cactus and
Succulent Society.

Cressing Temple
Wheat Barn
9 June 2.00pm
At

Tickets
£12 online from
www.ticketsource.co.uk or
www.cressingtemplegardens.org.uk

www.woodsidecacti.co.uk
email: c.zeferino@btinternet.com

Tel. 01406 330233

21 & 22 September 2019 – 11.00am - 5.00pm
Lullingstone Castle and the World Garden Eynsford, Kent. DA4 0JA.
The British Cactus and Succulent Society (BCSS)
presents CactusWorld LIVE! held in conjunction with
the Lullingstone Castle Mexican Weekend.
The event is for everyone interested in cacti and
succulents, both experienced growers and beginners
and will feature:

In addition, creator of the World Garden and TV
personality Tom Hart Dyke, will lead two guided tours
of the World Garden including the cactus and
succulent houses.
Full details, including the Show Schedule are
available on the CactusWorld LIVE! website.

•

a full-scale show with 45 classses of cacti and
succulents

The site will be regularly updated and a full list of
sellers will be available soon.

•

plants for sale from leading nurseries and private
growers

Entry

•
•

displays from specialist societes
practical workshops and demonstrations on all
aspects of cultivation

£10 per person (under 15s FREE)
£5 per person BCSS members and their
partners

